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Safety Precautions

Please note the basic safety precautions and usage requirements when using the 
equipment.

1. Operators should read this manual and the prompt sign carefully before using it for the first 
time.

4. prohibit pulling the power cord, or by plugging or unplugging the power cord to achieve 
the purpose of starting and stopping the equipment.
If the power cord is damaged, it must be replaced with a special flexible cable or a special 
component bought from its manufacturer or maintenance department.
If the power cord is damaged, it must be replaced with a special flexible cable or a special 
component bought from its manufacturer or service department.
The product must be placed on a flat indoor floor, please refer to this manual for fixing 
method. 6.

6. The product should be kept away from high temperature, flammable, explosive, corrosive 
gas and humid environment or placed in liquid.
It should be placed in a cool, dry and clean environment, not outdoors, in direct sunlight or 
in a place where water may be sprayed.
Do not use in outdoor, direct sunlight or may have water splash.

7. Do not touch the power lead wire with wet hands.

3. Before use, please confirm whether the power supply voltage is consistent with the equip-
ment nameplate, the machine uses AC220V/380V, 50/60HZ　 
Power supply, power should be plugged into a power outlet equipped with ground. 4.

2. This product must be used with a reliable grounding socket. Strictly use the equipment 
under regular power conditions, and the equipment is unified with
Use power protection grounding, to prevent personal electric shock accidents, to ensure the 
normal operation of electrical equipment; equipment before plugging in the power first
Make sure the power switch is in [off] state before plugging in the equipment, and then oper-
ate according to the manual. 3.
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8. no dust or liquid should accumulate on the surface of the motor and the surface of the elec-
tric eye, so as not to affect the normal operation of the equipment.

9. The liquid pumped in the tube must not contain abrasive media, which will damage the 
pump tube; do not run for a long time without liquid in the pump tube. 
The pump can not be operated for a long time without liquid.

10. If air bubbles are found in the pipeline, please pay attention to discharging the air bub-
bles, because the air bubbles will directly affect the liquid filling accuracy. 
If the bubbles in the liquid are difficult to remove, then flush with alcohol, which will bring 
out the bubbles in the tube and the peristaltic pump.
bubbles in the tube and peristaltic pump. 

11. This product should be wiped with a dry cloth when it is not running for a long time, do 
not use corrosive cleaning agents to clean; this product is not used for a long time, it should 
be cleaned with purified water. 
 If the product is not used for a long time, it should be rinsed thoroughly with purified water, 
and let the rinsing water stay in the pump body to keep its liquid path wet.

12. When using the product for the first time or after a long period of disuse, please start the 
cleaning function for cleaning work.

13. Please unplug the power supply before installing or removing the parts.

14. When this product is in use, first pass gas and then electricity; when stop using, first cut 
off electricity, and then turn off gas.

15. The water used for flushing function of this product is purified water.

16. Non-professional personnel without training are prohibited to operate this product.

17. Pipeline and equipment parts have a corresponding service life, please clean or replace in 
time.

18. Before transporting the equipment, please make sure that the liquid in each part has 
been emptied. During transportation, the tilt angle should not exceed 45 degrees.
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Overview & Installation

Parameters

< 1%

24 pumps, 900 plates/hour

1~8 

30 ~ 3,000μl, independent adjustable volume, 1μl/step adjustable

PP0.5; 1.6; 2.4; 3.2 various types liquid

Easy to fit with tube 13#, 14#, 16#, 19# and change volume

Filling precision

Pumps/capacity

Filling strips

Filling volume

Filling syringe

Tubes

OMRON control system, high precision and accuracyControl system

Coating, washing, sealing, labeling can run individually or run as 
whole process

Operation system
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20,000 plates, only change part tubes

32 plates, 8 plates/stacker, 4 stackers/cartridge 

Automatic detection 

Single head ion fan, 3 seconds, static electricity 1000V down to 
within 100V, splash-proof liquid or cross

Static electricity 
elimination

Equipped with two ultraviolet lamps and timed sterilization after 
shutdown

Temperature: 10~40℃
Relative humidity: 30%~75%
Air pressure: 0.6~0.8Mpa
Power: 5000W
Power supply: AC 220V ±10%; 50/60Hz

UV lamps

96 deep well plate, international standard size ±1mm, flat bottom 
U bottom V bottom, 1.6/2.0/2.2ml

Plate type

Liquid 
volume 
detection

Detection range: 0~2,200μl
Detection precision: 1% 
Volume exceed alarm: Yes

Filling tube’s lifetime

Stacker(Cartridge)

Fool-proofing

Sealing plate with foil, 3s, 170 -180°C

Automatic cutting per plate, Easy tear edge 5mm

Width 82mm, thickness 120um, 200-250m/roll

Compatible with long side and short side labeling

Domino

60 decibels

Plate sealing

Cutting system

Foil roll

Labeling system

Thermal printer

Running noise

304/316

Length 3,930mm * width 1,280mm * height 1,980mm

Shell material

Dimension

Working condition
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Installation
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Mechanical operation

Mechanical introduction

* Please follow the following order for the first operation * (General operation)
1. Please be sure to read the instruction manual before using this machine and check wheth-
er each part and the appearance are good.
2. Make sure the power switch of each section is "turn off" before plugging in the machine. 
3. Plug the power cord into a socket that requires a good zero and ground connection. 
4. Connect the compressed air source to the "air filter combination" inlet of the machine and 
adjust the air pressure to 4 kg or more.
5. Prepare all kinds of materials needed for operation, put the reagent box into the bin, and 
the robot will automatically clamp the reagent box onto the conveyor belt after the machine 
starts. Put them on the conveyor belt automatically. 
6. Turn on the power switch of the machine, check whether the internal components of the 
electric box are displayed normally and whether there are wires falling off.
7. Check the position of each electric eye, magnetic switch, proximity switch and its corre-
sponding cylinder, and whether the indicator lights of electric eye, magnetic switch, metal 
switch, switch indicator lights are on.
8. Automatic operation process of the machine.
a. After setting touch screen related parameters, press "Start" button.
b. The feeding robot will take the reagent kits from the bin to the conveyor belt, and the filling 
electric eye will detect the reagent kits in position and then proceed to filling.　
 　 
The filled kits will come to the liquid level detecting device to detect whether they are filled 
or not, and then the panning. Then, the machine will grab it to another conveyor belt, and 
the film pulling and heat-sealing electric eye will detect the reagent cartridge and seal it.

After sealing, the film cutting mechanism cuts the film, and finally the spray code and label-
ing mechanism first spray code on the label, and then label the end of the reagent. The label-
ing mechanism will first spray code on the label and then label the end face of the kit.
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Structure
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Electric eye calibration

Electric eye function.
When detecting whether there is a detected object passing by, it will give a signal to the PLC, 
so that the PLC will send a corresponding command to the corresponding mechanism.

Corresponding instructions to the corresponding mechanism action, bad adjustment or 
surface sticky dust or liquid will affect running.

The machine operation will be affected by poor adjustment or the surface is sticky with dust 
or liquid, and the detected object is transparent or translucent will also affect the signal.
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Sensitivity adjustment

This electric eye to the reflector with, adjust the object to be detected between the electric 
eye and the reflector. Press the above button 2-7s, then the red and yellow lights are on, 
release the button, testing: while object pass, yellow light off; if no object, yellow light on. If 
work error, then adjust again.
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Turn on machine

Click “ENTER”

Functions of station:

Coating:  Fill reagents into well plate
Fill: Before filling reagent, inject the liquid into the filling head and the whole tubes, and 
         inject liquid until the liquid is added to each tube. All pins are liquid outflow.
Wash: To wash filling head, tubes.
Settings: all parameters setting

Operation & Station Overview
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Click “Coating”

Before running new cycle, must click “Reset”.

1-7: it mean number 1 and number 7 pumps
2-8: it mean number 2 and number 8 pumps
3-9: it mean number 3 and number 9 pumps
4-10: it mean number 4 and number 10 pumps
5-11: it mean number 5 and number 11 pumps
6-12: it mean number 6 and 12 pumps
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There are 7 stations, each station can run individually. 
Standard process: Select heat, coat, seal, label and cut stations.
Start: start to run machine
Stop: stop running

1  Proofing: None, A angle, H angle (3 types)
   The proofing function is to determine the position and direction of placing the deep well 
    plate to prevent error occur.
2  Label side: Long or Short 
Before running, must select label side on Long or Short; and select plate type
3  Plate type:  total can storage 4 types plate (A/B/C/D)

Heat station: before running machine, must select “Heat” station to raise temperature up 
to 170~180C. 
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Click “Vol Detect” 

Click “Vol Detect Value”

Click “Row”, to select Row or Plate
Start: start volume detection
Stop: stop volume detection
Clear: clear out all values
Setting: Click into set parameters
Return: return to home page
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Setting of volume detection
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Fill/Wash/Backflow
Click “Fill/Wash/Backflow”

Click “Fill Start” to fill liquid into all tubes and filling liquid.
Before that, please make sure all tubes deep into liquid container. 
While finish fill liquid, click “Fill Stop” 

Wash start: wash tubes
Wash stop: stop wash tubes

Backflow start: recovery liquid back to container
Backflow stop: stop recovery liquid back
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Settings

Factory settings
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Manual 

About 

Click the buttons to check each station function.
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Click “Advance settings”
Input password: 888888

Plate type setting

Calibration
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Three types tube in “Basis value”
Tube 13#
Tube 14# (this tube no use in this machine)
Tube 19# 
The default value set before ship. 
Other value don’t change. 
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For example, we add type A plate:
1, add plates into column

Total can add 4 types plates:
Here show processes to add new plate type.

2, 1st plate’s bottom edge must be lower than conveyor belt
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3, if the 1st plate’s bottom higher than conveyor belt, remove it, than will know how many 
plates can load at a time.

4, take out 1st plate and place onto conveyor belt
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5, enter into “Advance settings”

6, Click “Forward ” & “Reverse” move grabber to top of plate, make sure plate in centre
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7, add the grabber’s position data into “Axis 1 place plate”
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8, Enter into “Manual”

9, grab plate and rise it up
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10, Click “Reverse” and “Forward” to move grabber back to the top of feeder’s column
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11, make sure plate in centre, will not hit 4 sides of column

12, add the grabber’s position data into “Axis 1 grip plate”
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13, if left and right has not enough space, then need to change cartridge(whole feeder) 
position; click “Forward” and “Reverse” to find out correct position, add data into “Axis 
2 origin position”
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14, click “Cylinder C”, put plate into column
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15, set the feeding arm’s origin position (this is type A plate’s data only). Click “Up” , the 
feeding arm will rise up, till the 2nd plate close to 1st plate, then stop, add the position data 
into “Push-out origin position”
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16, calculate plate’s height, and add it into “Plate height” 

Now, all date plate type A added.
If need to another type, repeat the above processes to add data. 
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About sensors and calibration (Cartridge)
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Explain: 

From videos:

The upper sensor -- is for detecting the plate if arrive the position that for grabbing, it vertical 
direction.
The lower sensor -- is for detecting if any plates existing in column, if column 1 no plate, will 
move to column2, 3, 4 
The sensor inside arm -- for detecting if has plate in arm.
The sensor for limit -- to limit arm rise up height

The upper sensor and the sensor for limit not set well.
The upper sensor better to scan in middle range of height, not for edge. 

sensor correct scanning
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After correct scanning point, then can adjust its sensitivity

1. Find the upper sensor’s amplifier and lower sensor’s amplifier
2. Change its sensitivity by “+” and “-” 

For example, now, cut-off value is 900, but if the detected value is 800, that mean no plate 
detect or cut-off value is too high, need to reset the cut-off value.
The cut-off value and detected value should has 200-400 gap.
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Here to show how to change sensitivity of sensors:

Do as follow process: 
1, Put plates into columns

2, click into Manual screen
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3, click “Cartridge up” , it will rise up the arms.
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4, the upper sensor detected plate and will show detect value in amplifier

If need to change cut-off value, please change “+” and “-”, the gap is better keep more than 
200, for example, detected 1073, cut-off value set as 700 or 800 is better.
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Set the feeding arm’s limit position.

Put one plate in column
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Click “Cartridge up”, then click 6 times “single plate up height”, the plate will be on the top of 
column (total 7 plates per column)
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In this position, the upper sensor will detect plate, then make sensor of limit lighting, the 
feeding arm limit position complete setting. 

Do as follow:
1, place a plate under the grabber, plate in centre

Plate transfer from Conveyor A to Conveyor B
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2, enter into “Manual”

1  Cylinder A -- control the grabber up and down
2  Cylinder B -- grabbing plate
3  Transition place plate -- moving plate from conveyor A to conveyor B
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3, after move to conveyor B, check the plate if it’s in middle between the two black blocks, 
make sure plate in the middle

If the plate not in middle, it will place plate not properly, like figure
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4, enter into “Advanced settings”

5, click “Forward” and “Reverse” to make sure plate in middle, then add data into “Axis 3 
place plate”

Now, finish calibrated the transfer from conveyor A to conveyor B.
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Use customer’s reagent for filling to set fill volume and calibrate.
For example, tube 19# need to fill each well 800ul, tube 13# is 50ul/well. Do as follow steps:

Pumps calibration

Each pump must turn to big flow (maximum).

1. Click “Advance settings”
2. Input password: 88888
3. In “Coating Setting” screen
4. Remember 19# value is 150
5. Return 
6. Click “Coating”
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Set 800ul/well to tube 19#, and 50ul/well to tube 13#. 
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Select “Coat” , then , click “Start”

After filled, use pipetor to check each well’s volume.
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For example, after use pipettor check, the exact filled volume is 600ul/well of tube 19#. Then 
we calculate pump cycle number. 

We set 800ul/well.
The basis value of 19# is 150, then pump cycle number is 800/150=5.3333, it’s 5 cycles; if it’s 
larger than 5.5, that say it’s 6 cycles. 

The first pump filling volume setting finish.

After first round pumps setting, for example, the real filled is 850ul/well, but the target 
volume is 800ul/well, so, need to do minute adjustment on each pump. 
Turn to small flow step by step and check filling volume close to 800ul/well.

Now exactly filled 600ul/well of 19#, then calculate pump cycle number, it’s 600/5 = 120. 
Then go back to set the “Basis value” 

The second filling volume settings:
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Turn the knob to change liquid flow. 
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Plate angle:   H angle  &  A angle

Already set Plate type A is U bottom plate(H angle); Plate type B is V bottom plate(A angle).
Select plate type

H angle, U bottom

A angle, V bottom

Volume Detection Calibration
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Select Proofing: None, H angle, A angle
Proofing: assure to work with correctly plate, or it will alarm or stop running.

For example, A type plate (we already set A type inside the machine)
Confirm how many types volume will fill in plate, for example, 50ul, 100ul, 800ul, 300ul, 
400ul, 500ul, 600ul etc. 

Enter into volume detection setting, user & password as image. 
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X, Y, Z Axis to control camera’s position. 
Click “Forward” or “Reverse”, then click “X origin position”, will fix the origin point.
Same process to set Y and Z Axis.

Adjust X, Y, Z to fix lens focus on H1 well, in the center. 
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Set wells value, H1-H7, no matter H angle or A angle, they has same position on H1 to H7

In screen, set H1 value is 50, H2 value is 100, H3 value is 800 .... 

H1 -- H1 well position, click “H1”, the camera will move to H1 well position
H2 -- H2 well position, click “H2”, the camera will move to H2 well position
H3 -- H3 well position, click “H3”, the camera will move to H3 well position
H4 -- H4 well position, click “H4”, the camera will move to H4 well position
H5 -- H5 well position, click “H5”, the camera will move to H5 well position
H6 -- H6 well position, click “H6”, the camera will move to H6 well position
H7 -- H7 well position, click “H7”, the camera will move to H7 well position
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For example, customer will use 7 types reagent in one plate, each reagent has different 
volume as below: 50ul, 100ul, 800ul, 300ul, 400ul, 500ul, 600ul
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Return to “Coat” station

Now use 800ul and 50ul two reagents, #6 column and #12 column are 50ul/well, others are 
800ul/well. Set value as above figure. Actually, only detect H1 & H6 two wells. So, also can 
set as below
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Place a plate under filling head, click “Start”, fill reagent. 

Use pipettor to measure H1 well and H6, check if 800ul/well and 50ul/well. 

If H1 large or small than 800ul, then calibrate pump to make it fill correctly. 
Same as H6 process. 
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Measure liquid’s height (Z axis)

Coefficient calculation 

1  Click “H1”, the camera will move to H1 well
2  Select “continue” model, then click “Setting” to save
3/4  Click up and down to rise camera to detect height of H1 well
5  While “Detect value” range 5000~6000, then stop to click 3/4 
    Change “Collection model” as “single”
6  Click “1”, mean storage the “Detect value”

For coefficient process, it’s different volume calibration. 
Use pipettor fill 100ul into H2 well, 300ul into H4 well, 400ul into H5 well, 600ul into H7 well, 
but it must to use same reagent to fill H2, H4, H5, H7, can not use different type reagents. 

Same processes if need to measure H2~H7 
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After fill H2/4/5/7 well, place plate under camera.

Coefficient calculation 

Must do collection single model and collect number is 2. Change as below:
9   Single
10  2
11  Click “Setting” to save

Click “H2”, camera move to H2 well(100ul). Do as below:
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Supplement calibration

Must use one reagent to calibrate supplement.

1  Input 300
2  Input 100
3/4  Click “Up and Down”
5  Till “Detect value” equal to 8000
6  Click “Lower measure calibration” to save
  Click “H4”, camera move to H4 well(300ul)
7  Click “Upper measure calibration” to save
8  Click “Calculation”
   The first time coefficient calculation finish

1   Select “single”
2   Input  “2”
3   Click “Setting” to save
4   Click “Calibration closed” to open it
5   Clear 

If need to fill 7 types reagent with 7 volumes, then will need to do 7 times supplement 
calibration.

2nd time coefficient calculation  
1  Input 600
2  Input 400
    Click “H5”, camera move to H5 well(400ul)
3/4  Click “Up and Down”
5  Till “Detect value” equal to 8000
6  Click “Lower measure calibration” to save
  Click “H7”, camera move to H7 well(600ul)
7  Click “Upper measure calibration” to save
8  Click “Calculation”
   The first time coefficient calculation finish
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Here only use 100ul for illustration.
1   Fill whole plate (96 wells) with one type reagent, each well is 100ul. 

2   Place filled plate under camera
3   Select “Plate”, then click “Start”, camera will scan whole plate 96 wells. Tolerance ±5ul/well
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After finish, click “Start” again, run detect 5 times to ensure each well can detect and each
 well’s value is stability. 

1     Click “Supplement calibration” to save.
2     Click “Calibration closed” to close. 
The volume detection calibration complete.

Return to 
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Printer Calibration

Knob 1 for adjusting move forward and back
Knob 2 for adjusting move right and left
Knob 3 for adjusting height of whole printer
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Before adjusting, need to release screws.

Adjust content's position on label
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Must need to release screw

While calibration label, need to remove labels manual.
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While adjust label's content, need to use manual operation.

1 Click “Manual stick” will move one label on Label's head
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2 Cick “Manual label”, will stick a label on plate

lf label missing stick, like below image

Need to adjust, blowing roller's direction to blow the label to make it absorb on label's head.
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Air supply force, blowing roller direction adjust.

lf two labels overlay, then adjust label's gap sensor
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Set laptop lP follow as Printer's lp (default192.168.125.201)
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1 EasyDesign (for input label's content, except for logo&image)
2 QuickStep (this software connect with printer and send label's information to printer, it can 
editcontent and insert logo or image)

Logo and text content move to USB flash disk, insert it into printer.

Copy files and paste into printer's “Internal” folder, image storage in “Images” folder. Text 
storageit into proper folder.

can use two software to design label content, or just only use QuickStep.
Here use QuickStep for illustration
pen QuickStep

There are two softwares:

Prepare a USB flash disk
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Click “Messages”, add new message
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Logo/image must use BMP format, black color.(PNG,JPG not work)
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Adjust text and image position, and its size

Rotate label information

Adjust text and image position, and its size
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While printing, information will show as below image (opposite)

Before print, open QuickStep to select one label(already storage inside printer) and send 
toprinter, so, when running machine, it will print.

After finish design, copy design to USB flash disk
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Notice:

Troubleshooting

Each position sensor and action control output point of the whole machine can be displayed 
on the man-machine interface. If you suspect that which sensor input point and control 
output point have no signal during maintenance, you can observe whether the signal of the 
relevant point is normal in the "contact". You can also manually run the relevant action test 
actuators in the "manual operation" or check the status display bar in the "automatic opera-
tion" to see the alarm content.

Program Action:

Enter the status display screen to check whether each input and output point is normal, if 
abnormal, check whether the action mechanism is stuck with foreign objects, turn off the 
power, press the solenoid valve by hand to test whether the action cylinder is normal, and 
check whether there is any material or water sticking to the relevant electric eye. Check 
whether the switches in front of the electric eye, the cylinder and the pneumatic valve are 
normal, check whether the switches on the parameter setting screen and the operation selec-
tion screen are unscrewed, whether the parameter settings are normal, and whether the 
emergency stop button is pulled up. If the parameters are changed but there is no correspond-
ing change, turn off the power and restart once

The power light is off

 a. Check the fuse next to the power source and the power outlet, the fuse is 5A/220V.
b. Check that the power knob is unscrewed (or the push-button switch is pressed).
  c. Check that the air switch inside the electrical box is turned on (up).
  d. Check whether the leakage switch is pressed (it will pop up automatically when there is 
leakage).
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The conveyor belt is not running:

  a. Check whether the adjustment of the parameters related to the speed of the conveyor belt 
is too slow.
  b. Check for poor wire contact.
  c. Check for jammed moving mechanical parts, and if any covers are jammed.
  d. Check the program interface settings, whether the pause or emergency stop is pressed.

After feeding, without filling:

  a. Check whether the electric eye of the test bottle is lit.
  b. Check that the filling valve is open.
  c. Check whether the parameters are set correctly

The automatic operation stops when it reaches a certain action:

Check whether the auto switch on each cylinder is normally input signal. (press
Make an emergency stop, shake your hand in front of the electricity, and check whether the 
corresponding I in the "contact" has turns green, that is, there is a signal input).

The corresponding Y output can be viewed on the equipment program, but the cylinder 
or motor does not act:

  a. Check whether the air cylinder is normally supplied with air.
  b. Check whether the motor is damaged or the wiring is faulty.
  c. Manually inspect the cylinder solenoid valve for damage (see below figure).

On the program interface, press manual debugging without performing related actions to 
check whether the relevant cylinder is in place, and whether the switch or electric eye has 
signal output. If the signal output and the solenoid valve are normal, the PLC is damaged.
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If the errors cannot be solved: please contact the manufacturer for consultation. Due to the 
continuous improvement by our factory, there may be differences between the existing 
manual and the new one, which are subject to change without prior notice.

Maintenance

1. Use the wash function at the end of the work and prepare purified water to wash. After 
wash, empty the reagents, and stop running immediately after emptying to prevent the peri-
staltic pump from dry running.
2. If the working parts need to be replaced, please handle with care.
3. Please use neutral detergent when wiping the equipment.
4. If the equipment needs to be moved, it is necessary to avoid damage.
5. If there is reagent flowing onto the equipment, please clean it up in time to prevent the 
reagent from sticking to the moving parts and affecting the movement function.
6. The stored data and set parameter values of this machine are saved by lithium battery. The 
battery life is 5 years. Please contact the manufacturer to replace it in time.
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